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GALAXY S8 | S8+
The Most Anticipated

Device of the Year 

Year after year, no 
smartphone pushes the 
boundaries with new, 

outlandish features like the 
Galaxy S series does.

This year’s iteration is sure to 
be no different.

Flip into page 1 to unbox 
the magic of the S8 | S8+



Year after year, no smartphone pushes 
the boundaries with new, outlandish 
features like the Galaxy S series does. 
This year’s iteration is sure to be no 
different. It promises a gorgeous 5.8” 
display, with seriously slim bezels that 
keep it in the same dimensions as its 
predecessor.
On the surface, don’t be surprised to 
find the front panel devoid of the iconic 
home button, as Samsung has opted 
for a software button on the screen. An 
even quicker way to unlock the S8 is 
the all-new iris scanner. You’ll certainly 
be pleased with dual-curved Quad HD 
display, as well as the 12MP and 8MP 
cameras on the front and back.
On the inside, the list is quite long:

• 3,000mAh Battery
• Exynos 8895
• 4GB RAM
• 64GB Internal Storage
• Bixby assistant
• Desktop mode (DeX)
• Iris scanner

If you’ve been around at the turn of the 
century, you can’t hide your nostalgia 
for phones that last days – if not weeks 
– on a single charge.
Nokia has unearthed the most iconic 
of these phones. The new 3310 can 
remain on standby for up to a month, 
and comes in shiny fresh colours. Even 
better, it comes with the addictive 
Snake game.
The features of the new 3310 include:

• 2.4” polarised and curved screen
• 2 MP camera with LED flash 
• Headphone jack
• Single or dual-SIM
• FM radio & MP3 player
• MicroSD card (up to 32 GB)
• Bluetooth 3.0

With so much tech packed into the 
palm of your hand, everything is sure 
to look and feel wow. The new Motion 
Eye camera is so fast it captures motion 
the human eye cannot see. It also comes 
with a 4K HDR screen that is sure to 
make your footage a sight to behold.
The 19MP shooter doesn’t stop there. Its 
Predictive Capture feature is always step 
ahead, capturing before you press the 
button so you never miss a great shot. 
Throw into the mix an awesome array of 
technological advancements that include:

• 4GB RAM
• 64GB 
• Snapdragon 835 processor
• 3,230mAh, Smart Stamina, 

QuickCharge 3.0
• Gorilla Glass 5 front & back
• 5.46’’ 4K HDR Display 
• 13MP Front Camera
• USB-C
• LDAC, Digital Noise Cancelling

SAMSUNG 
GALAXY S8 | S8+

NOKIA 3310 
(2017)

SONY XPERIA
XZ PREMIUM

NINTENDO SWITCH
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THIS MONTH IN GADGETS
LET’S TALK TECH

Why choose when you can have both? The Switch 
can transform from home console to portable 
system in the blink of an eye. At home, you can 
play in HD. Outdoors, you can pick up where you 
left off. It’s that simple.

• Battery life of up to 6 hours
• 32GB internal memory
• microSDHC / microSDXC slot
• 6.2” 1280x720 multi-touch capacitive screen

THE MOST ANTICIPATED 
DEVICE OF THE YEAR

THE RETURN 
OF A CLASSIC

THE BEST IN BRAVIA & 
CYBER-SHOT AT FINGERTIPS

GAMES ANYWHERE 
& ANYTIME!
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For more info, please refer to our monthly Gadget Guide,
available at all Zain Experience Shops and stands. #ZainTechTalk



9GAG

Access millions of funny 
pictures, GIFs, games, anime & 
manga, TV & movies, cosplay, 

cute animals, dogs & cats, 
memes and viral videos when 

you have nothing to do.

UNLEASHING POTENTIALS
NEW FRONTIERS
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TOP APPS
CAMSCANNER APPLOCK SLEEP CYCLE

PUSHBULLET

Scan your documents 
without a scanner into 
clear, sharp PDFs that 

you can easily email, fax 
or print.

Lock Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Gallery or any 

other app from prying 
eyes. AppLock can also 

hide pictures and videos, 
so they simply vanish from 

the Gallery app.

MUSTBIN

Keep your documents, 
photos and conversations 
in a secure and permanent 
place. The Mustbin vault is 
protected by a PIN code 

powered by military-grade 
encryption.

An intelligent alarm 
clock that analyses your 
sleep and wakes you in 
the lightest sleep phase 

– the natural way to 
wake up feeling rested 

and relaxed.

With Pushbullet, you can 
see and interact with 

your phone notifications 
on any computer.
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iflix
Zain and iflix, the leading Internet TV 
service, have partnered together to bring 
you ‘iflix Arabia’ in the MENA region. 
iflix Arabia will be available in Kuwait, 
Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi 
Arabia and Sudan.
The Internet TV service will launch in 
the 2nd quarter of 2017, and will offer 
thousands of TV shows, movies and 
more with Arabic and English subtitles, 
including many first-run exclusives and 
award-winning programmes. In addition 
to the best of Hollywood, Bollywood, 
regional and local content, and over 
2,000 cartoon episodes, the service will 
offer an extensive collection of highly 
acclaimed Arabic shows and movies.
With Zain’s 47 million customers, the joint 
venture will benefit from Zain’s market 
leadership. iflix Arabia will capitalise 
on the MENA’s large youth population, 
rapidly growing internet and smartphone 
penetration, and the huge appetite for 
digital content and entertainment.

YOYO
Zain Group has announced a
joint venture with YOYO 
(www.driveyoyo.com) one of the most 
innovative digital startups in Turkey, to 
bring an exciting car-sharing club model 
initially to Bahrain, and later expand it 
across Zain’s regional footprint and the 
MENA region.
The total car-sharing market is expected 
to reach as high as US$30 billion globally 
in 2020.
The agreement was pencilled at a 
ceremony during the Mobile World 
Congress in Barcelona, attended by Zain 
Group CEO, Scott Gegenheimer; Zain 
Bahrain GM, Mohammed Zainalabedin; 
Zain Group Chief Strategy and 
Development Officer, Emre Gurkan; 
and Co-Founder and CEO of YOYO, 
Berkman Cavusoglu.
With YOYO, registered members can 
easily reserve and use vehicles through 
an app for as little as one hour. The car 
can be unlocked with the customer’s 
membership card or mobile application, 
with the vehicle’s keys found inside. 
Once done with the car, the customer 
can park it in another parking station 
after locking it from their smartphones. 
It’s as hassle-free as that.

New Possibilities
for Enterprises
Amazon Web Services
Through subsidiary 
Mada Communications, 
Zain Group has become the region’s first 
Amazon Web Services Partner telecom. 
Zain is now a Direct Connect partner on 
the Amazon Partner Network (APN).
 
Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure 
is a collection 
of integrated cloud services that IT 
professionals use to build, deploy and 
manage applications, such as VMs, Cloud 
Services, VPNs, DNS, Backup and Site 
Recovery, API Apps, SQL, IoT Hubs, etc. 
 
Oracle Cloud
Oracle Cloud offers 
SaaS, PaaS and IaaS 
services, and even lets you integrate 
it into your own data centre. It helps 
increase business agility, lower costs, and 
reduce IT complexity.
 
Zain provides seamless, secure and 
reliable Dedicated Private Network 
connectivity to corporations of all sizes.

MAKING IT 
HAPPEN, 
DIGITALLY

#ZainTechTalk



ZAIN RACING
RAGING FORWARD
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Zain Racing is a team fully sponsored by Zain Bahrain to 
compete in two motorsports categories; karting and drag 
racing. The Zain Racing Karting Team started back in 2013 by 
Zain Bahrain employees. Thanks to their dedication, Khaled 
Abdulla and Ghazi Radhi proved that the Karting Team could 
grow and compete worldwide which was achieved in France 
later in 2015. The Karting Team is focused solely on Endurance 
Races, a motorsport meant to test equipment durability and 
participant endurance.

Zain Racing has been ranked the top Bahraini karting team and 
21st in the world by Sodi World Series, following impressive 
third-place finish at the Muscat Speedway 24 Hours Endurance 
Race in Oman, qualifying the team as “Semi-Pro”.

The Zain Racing Drag Team was unleashed in 2009 
with Mohammed Salama at its helm.
Participations:
1- Bahrain
2- Qatar
3- UAE
 
We’ve won various trophies and seized many titles 
over the years:
1- UAE season champs 2 times
2- Qatar Season Champs
3- Bahrain Season Champs 3 times

CURRENT TEAM

Team Manager Ghazi Radhi

Team Strategist Raghib Al Anni

Crew
Abdulla Dashti

Abdulla Janahi

Mohamed Khaled

Drivers

Khaled Abdulla (Captain)

Raed Raffii

Khalifa AlYaqoobi

Mohammed Alzadjali

Mohamed Abdulaziz

Drag Racer Mohammed Salama

RACES COMPLETED 

Event Rank

Bahrain 3H Endurance Race Round 1 2nd

Bahrain 3H Endurance Race Round 2 2nd

Bahrain 24H Endurance Race Round 3 2nd

Oman 12H Endurance Race Round 1 2nd

Oman 1H Endurance Race Round 2 3rd

Oman 24H Endurance Race 3rd

UPCOMING RACES

Event

The World Finals in France - 12H Endurance Race

Oman 3H Endurance Race

Bahrain 3H Endurance Race Round 1

Bahrain 3H Endurance Race Round 2

WE’RE FAST 
OFFLINE TOO

#ZainTechTalk
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SUPERCHARGE 
YOUR FUTURE

The MIT Enterprise Forum (MITEF) for 
the Pan-Arab region, in partnership 
with Community Jameel and Zain 
Group, have launched the 10th 
edition of the MITEF Arab Startup 
Competition.

The competition includes three 
different tracks: Ideas, Startups, 
and Social Entrepreneurship, with 
total prize money of USD $160,000. 
Each track will award three winners 
with cash prizes and many other 
benefits, ranging from top-tier 
training to mentorship, coaching, 
media exposure, and networking 
opportunities.

Commenting on Zain Group’s 
support, CEO Scott Gegenheimer 
said, “We are excited to support 
the competition again this year, and 
congratulate MITEF on their 10th year 
milestone. Again, we look forward to 
seeing the face of innovation being 
revealed throughout the course of 
the competition and shall take the 

opportunity to capitalise on the 
most promising ideas, supporting 
our evolution in becoming a digital 
lifestyle operator.”

The teams from Bahrain participating 
in each track are:
Idea Track: Apollo Green – Solar 
Greenhouse Idea
Social Entrepreneurship Track: Al Rawi 
– Arabic Reading Content
Startup Track: Akalati App – Book 
Catering Service

Celebrating Arab Entrepreneurship
Zain Group cordially invites you to 
the Final Award Ceremony on 27 
April 2017, 5-10pm at the Bahrain 
International Circuit.
PROGRAMME:
5.00 - 7.00pm | Registration & 
Semi-finalists Teams Expo
7.00pm | Final Award Ceremony 
Official Opening
7.10pm | Keynote Speeches
7.50pm | Announcement of Winners 
& Networking Dinner 
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MIT ARAB STARTUP COMPETITION

#ZainTechTalk



Get the Newest Devices, 
Latest Offers &

Special Numbers at
Zain Online Store:
eshop.bh.zain.com

ONLINE
APPOINTMENTS

Book your 
appointment before 

leaving home or work 
on bh.zain.com
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